
Dear Year Six,  
 
What a beautiful week full of sunshine and soft spring weather…. I like a little 
bit of rain but it is getting a bit much now.  
 
I’m no longer grateful to be in my winter clothing I am now fed up with 
cleaning up muddy footprints and drying out wet coats! Mr Tobin arranged for 
a tyre swing to be erected in our garden. It hangs proudly from our very large 
oak tree and the boys have been having lots of fun trying it out. The only 
problem is that underneath it is a mud patch.  The garden has been dug out 
ready for a new studio to be built but the grass underneath the swing has been 
sown but not grown – yet! This means that my boys are constantly covered in 
mud, from top to bottom.   
 
I hope you all enjoy the video that we will be sending to you of Mr Warrener 
delivering the first instalment of his crime writing lesson. It was fun to put 
together although I think I need a little more videoing practise – I don’t think 
either of us will be receiving a Bafta anytime soon.  
 
I couldn’t let this term go by without some form of performance.  Soon, you 
will be receiving a PowerPoint about this year’s class performance. We will be 
writing and performing our own poem based upon your experiences of Nabb. 
The PowerPoint explains everything you need to know and I hope you will all 
be as excited as I am to get involved.  
 
This week’s topic is based upon the magic of kindness, of all the personality 
traits people can show, kindness is the most important. This week why not 
think about how you can show random acts of kindness to your family. Why 
not tidy the living room without being nagged or empty the dishwasher? You’ll 
be surprised how grateful and happy it makes mum/dad or your siblings when 
you show a little kindness – I know what a difference it makes in my house 
when the boys tidy their room and remember to put their dirty clothes in the 
laundry basket. I know from experience how kind my class can be.   
 
Remember to send your “Good Bye to Nabb” forms back to me as soon as you 
have completed them.  
 
Keep safe and happy  
 
Mrs Tobin  


